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Rc tractor pull sled for sale

Thread: Where to buy a sleigh to pull? 03-12-2015, 11:55 am #1 Entry Date: February 2015 Posts: 30 Where to buy a sledge to pull? I want to make my scx10 drag monster, but then when I don't pull im, I want to be able to go very quickly. Where can I buy a sleigh for our trucks? Or am I just making one? Thank you! 03-
12-2015, 01:41 pm #3 Rockstar Reptile Join ing date: March 2009 Location: arcola, Texas Publications: 820 Re: Where to buy a sledge to pull? There are clues here about your building. There were defiant sleds from the Magic Racing team, but from what I heard was he tore a bunch of people off on them. 03-12-2015,
02:13 pm #4 Holmes Hobbies Joining Date: January 2007 Location: No Where Jobs: 2,751 Re: Where to Buy A Sledge to Pull? Full RC pull there is a lot of good information out there. 03-12-2015, 02:36 pm #5 Entry Join date: February 2015 Posts: 30 Re: Where to buy a sleigh to pull? You guys are great! Thank you so
much for these links! 03-13-2015, 06:28 am #6 I want to be Dave Join date: November 2005 Location: Here Posts: 7,314 Re: Where to buy a sled to pull? 03-14-2015, 07:25 pm #7 Mikes RC World Joining Date: March 2005 Location: Land NO 4wheeling Toyota cwarlers or drag races sortafast chevelles Posts: 8,813 Re:
Where to buy a sledge to pull? Don't buy that dragon cart... They are made of plastic and can't handle any other kind of abuse then maybe some very light like 10-15 lbs use... Look for something by pull guys, or be willing to open the wallet for maxx traxx sledge -Mike 03-14-2015, 8:34 pm #8 I want to be Dave Join date:
November 2005 Location: Here Posts: 7,314 Re: Where to buy a sled to pull? Quote: Originally published by 1BadJeepBruiser don't buy those dragon cart... They are made of plastic and can't handle any other kind of abuse then maybe some very light like 10-15 lbs use... Find something by pull guys, or be ready to open
the wallet for max traxx-mike sledge here is what the astrologer says... The second series comes with a new linear sliding system, making it more usable on dirt, holding more weight, and running even smoother and then before that. Ski weighs at 48 lbs and will deal with up to £1,000. 03-14-2015, 8:44 pm #9 Mikes RC
World Joining Date: March 2005 Location: Land NO 4wheeling Toyota cwarlers or drag races sortafast chevelles Posts: 8,813 Re: Where to buy a sledge to pull? Quote: Originally published by Rckcrwlr here is what mine says... The second series comes with a new linear sliding system, making it more usable on dirt,
holding more weight, and running even smoother and then before that. The sleigh weighs at 48 lbs and will handle up to 1000 lbs. What I bought is really a way to go... Not even maxx traxx sledgy she'll do a thousand and mint one will set you back $400-500 these days 03-14-2015, 9:48 pm #10 I want to be Dave Join
date: November 2005 Location: Here Posts: 7,314 Re: Where to buy a sleigh to pull? Quote: Originally published by 1BadJeepBruiser What You've Bought is really a way to go... Not even. Traxx sledgy it'll do a thousand and mint one will set you back $400-500 these days I had my first Max Traxx. If you can find one, it
will be about pricing that said... It's not bulletproof. « Pre-| Next topic topic » Where to buy a sleigh to pull? - Similar thread thread forum start responses post sled pull JeremyVinson38 non-creeper RC 96 02-06-2014 12:56 PM Pull Sali1800 Modern General Range 36 03-31-2011 08:45 PM All times are GMT -6. It's now
11:12 a.m. Js Chassis works evolution v2.1 pull sleds. .125 fr4 construction 30' top outside (adjustable) series riding campaign on rail bearing rating for 1200 # rating to 65 # (but who listens to ratings) is available in black only after selling more than 50 of the original design, I've tweaked things for a limited extent. Ha
annex pan has been moved... Vairāk forward for less pan weight at first. A weight bar has been added above the animation that you want to download beforehand. Several small cosmetic changes have been made. Skis come as so sliders, you will need to provide your shortcourse tires and wheels (I prefer proline
wheels and slide function tires). $450 shipping is by quote, usually 15 to 25 completed sled is v2. This run will be limited to 8. I don't expect to do a full 1 payment anymore, batch 2 orders are accepted. Delivery is expected in late January yes, so this is another that waaay has been delayed. Last year I wrote about how I
had recorded the classic Hobico MaxTrax Sled Pull Remover, with plans to cover my recovery from it. Well, as he always does for projects, time got away with me. Fear is not though, the latch came out great! I had to take off every single nut and take it off, take off the rust, sand throughout the chassis.... It ended up
being something very major. After everything was clean, I took an extruded aluminum frame and it was painted with teflon-coated blue by a local store. The finish is as strong as powdercoat, without being so thick that the screw work box weight. The blue color and graphics are a throwback to the classic Bush beer pull
sled that roamed the Midwest during the late 80's and early 90's. If you bring a big truck and pull a tractor, chances are that Bush's sled was there, what with the giant six pack as a judge, jury and executioner. For your information, mine is missing a six pack but I'm hoping to have one 3D printed before the end of the
year. Everything came back together great, except having to do a little burring removal on the drivetrain gears as they put rough points from years of neglect. After assembly and some chain oils, it's time to move it to the track for some tests. The test we did, as it was instantly plugged into many jaws chassis'd 4×4 Mod
trucks. For those who are not familiar with r/c pull, these are heavy and high voltage excavators of the world pulling t/c. main wheel speed, torque and power. He saw 'the super hooked remover smooth and steady, having Issues of putting an end to large Mod trucks. I've been using it now for months and it's better again!
I'm really happy with how this restoration job came. I'm happy to own not only a nice piece of r/c history, but to be able to use it regularly! Not bad for something built about 30 years ago and this is relatively unchanged. Hobiko really made them right the first time. I've said that before and I'll say it again - the remover was
20 years before its time. If they reissue this day with the popularity of both sizing and full size tow truck, these sell. Here's hope one day the remover rides back! We're not even from January yet and RC4WD has already developed what will probably be the most interesting product release this year for me, RC4WD
Intimidator Sled Drag. It has been 30 years since the legendary Hobico MaxTrax Sled Drag Remover and finally r/c truck tractors have the option to enter into this niche [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr Whoa, take a look at this. RC4WD has just dropped a new intimidator pull sled! The Tigetor not only
features heavy duty design for all your hardcore drag needs, but also knocks out of the park with a realistic crazy scale. Here are highlights - * Pre-built for your comfort * 36.51 in length * approximately 20 lbs in weight * weight driven weight [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr Do you live and breathe scale
on off-road? If so, mark your calendar for 2kd from June 4th to the KNK Team's fourth annual truck challenge. Top Truck Challenge has a large number of events to test you and your truck to the maximum. TTC4 is held in Lebanon, Ohio and events features such as mud swamp, hill climbing, [...] Read more...
Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr last weekend I loaded up an SUV and Hove on the Mississippi River to the small town of Jersey, IL tow a big truck r/ C. Central Illinois R/C Bowlers (check it on Facebook) was nice enough to invite me, and it just happened I had two trucks preparing and rrin' to go (my rpm [...] read more...
Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr all gearheads have a really certain motorsport gets them pumped. For some it's the smell of nitro methane and burnt rubber in the local drag bar, others live for the high flying thrills of motocross. As for me, nothing makes me happier than listening to four blown hemis roaring in unison or
watching the black smoke billowing from the quad [...] Read more... FacebooklinkedintwittertumblrPage 2 is now being teased by TLR is a new 1/8 nitro buggy race. As you can see from the teaser image above, the x character was prominently displayed, and the date of 6-14 is also being teased. A few weeks ago at the
Horizon Festival in RC, TLR Dakota Find was seen racing every new model buggy, we can't wait [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr Remember nitro sound? What about the smell? Oh yes, nitro is That all red cross lovers must face. We've been crushing the living daylight of Lucy 8IGHT Nitro RTR buggy and
8IGHT-T Nitro RTR Truggy while working on our reviews. And yes, our bash crew having a blast remember how fun nitro [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr to help get new drivers in the nitro scale race scene 8, Lucy has just announced 8IGHT RTR Nitro Buggy. The new RTR version of the hugely popular
8IGHT buggy comes with a towing engine starting dynamite .21 and pre-set suspension. Some of the other features include - * Dynamite 1600mAh Zamper receive nimh * Spektrum DX2E 2.4GHz radio system * Spektrum waterproof [...] Read more... The new facebooklinkedintwittertumblr from Lucy are gasoline-
powered versions of its scale of 1/8th 8IGHT-T truggy and 8IGHT buggy. Both models come with 5.1cc gasoline dynamite power and AVC stability control. To make the start easier, the Losi start box comes with both units. Spektrum radio is provided 2.4GHz, while the waterproof electronics are fantastic for the bashing
crowd. Part No. for [...] Read more... FacebooklinkedintwittertumblrPage 3 There are a few large SQUID RC crew looking forward to testing the new Kyushu 1969 Chevy El Camino SS 396 Fazer Mk2 Readyset. It comes with the latest Kyushu Fazer MK2 chassis, which looks very durable. We'll have to enjoy some fun
on the bashing road! Check out the unboxing video below. If you are new to [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr Monster Monster Hub Solid Truck Scene has really heated up in recent years, and now Lucy is throwing their hat into the ring with an ambitious new car - 1/10 LMT RTR Monster Truck, fully
licensed by Monster Jam. How can this replica of the infamous Son Uva Digger full-size digger hold up? Is this truck a revolution for this expansion ... Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr just a short video of our photos of Vaterra Ascender running a 1985 Chevy Blazer body. The truck looks great and did a good
job of getting itself around the juice box park. Enjoy the video, please make sure like, subscribe, comment, hit the bell, all that stuff, we really appreciate the support! Use this link for more details [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr The BigSquidRC Bash Crew has long wanted an RC version of mighty Ripsaw.
Instead of spending about a quarter of a million dollars on the real thing, you can now get your name on the pre-order list for all the new 1/10th Ripsaw Tank scaling from Pig Studio. The RC version comes with each position and size looks from [...] Read more... Jeremy Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr had a chance to
enjoy a little slippery work with rc su4 RTR cross in light rain one afternoon. I got some great shots of the truck at work which we just had to share. Who doesn't like to play in the rain? Don't forget to reach the official cross RC us website to check their products, and [...] read more... We're in the field. There was an
explosion with the Axial Wraith 1.9 of Fancy Horizon! The full review is almost done, but we wanted to get some video footage of the Wraith in action! Enjoy the video of the Wraith hitting some huge rocks. If you are looking for more details, you can check out The Axial Wraith [...] Read more...
Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr to say that we have really been wanting to get our hands on the rc fr4 cross the new RTR demon would be an understatement. First impressions of the box, wow. That's a comment! Someone will probably call me on this, but this may be the softest RTR comment we ever felt out of the box.
It's silky [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr Yep, we got our hands on the new Lucy Ford Raptor Baja Rei from Fancy Horizon! This means it's time to open it and see what's in the box. A bunch of us in the office were excited to see this thing in person, and wow, it doesn't disappoint! We really like blue light
and those molded [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr being now joked by Tamiya is a comic grasscooper. The Seical Grasuber looks like loads of fun for us, and thanks to the above image of the crew at TamiyaBog, we can have a look at what might be the most fun release coming this fall. Very few details
are known, but here are some highlights * comes on WR-02CB chassis * [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr here o go tamia collectors, soon is the top edition of the legendary wasps buggy. You see, Upper Is an esoteric urban design house based on New York City which is known for doing high-end
collaborations with other companies (Nike, Fox Racing, etc.). With the weight of the name, this wasp may become one of the most [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr LOSI, once a trademark of only racers, is now a company known as a big bash machine. Over the past few weeks we've been driving,
jumping, crashing, and generally abusing the MT monster truck perseverance. It is pure bashir with large tires, 4wd, and AVC stability control. It even comes with a Mount FPV camera. What did you do [...] Read more... FacebooklinkedintwittertumblrPage 4 If you've been bashing for any length of time, you probably
already know how hard it can be to put pins back to the drive column. To make this easy task, 6MIK has a tool for this purpose only. Shipping now is their universal dog dog shaft pin replacement tool. The unit works on all 2.5 to 3mm pins [...] Read more... Facebooklinkedintwittertumblr more... Facebook LinkedIn
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